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Dynamic Recurrent Neural
Networks: A Dvnamical Analvsis

Jean-Philippe S. Draye, Davor A. Pavisic, Guy A. cheron, and Gaëtan A. Libert

Abstract-ln this paper, we explore the dynamical features of
a neuial network model which presents two types of adaptative
parâmeters: the classical weights between the units and the time
constânts associated with each artificial neuron. The purpose of
this study is to provide a strong theoretical basis for modeling
and simulating dynamic recurrent neural networks. In order to
achieve this, we study the effect of the statistical distribution of
the weights and of the time constânts on the network dynamics
and we make a statistical analysis of the neural transforma-
tion. We examine the network power spectra (to draw some
conclusions over the frequential behayior of the network) and
we compute the stability regions to explore the stabitity of the
model;W"qshosrthât-the network is sensitive to the variations of
the mean values of the weights and the time constants (because
of the temporal aspects of the learned tasks). Nevertheless, our
results highlight the improvements in the network dynamics due
to the introduction of adaptative time constants and indicate
that dynamic recurrent neural networks can bring new powerful
features in the field of neural computing.

I. IlrRolucloN

f 
N recent years, artificial neurai networks have attracted con-

f siderable arrention as candidates for novel computâtional
systems. These types of large-scale dynamical systems, in
analogy to biological structures, take advantage of distributed
information processing and their inherent potential for paral lel
computation.

The first artificial neural network models were feedforward;
they are now rvidely considered as powerful tools to approx-
imate functions, to execute classif icat ion tasks or to act as an
associat ive memory. Their learnin_e phase. the al-gori thm of er-
ror backpropagation, has been proposed by several researchers
and readjusted to neural networks by Rumelhan. Hinton, and
Wil l iams [63]: moreover. i t  was proved that any conrinuous
func t ion  c ln  bc  approx imated to  any  deoree o f  accuracy  b_v
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a feedforward network if there are enoush hidden units [39].
This latter universality theorem gives a theoretical basis for
the applications of multilayer feedforward neural networks
to various problern domains; nevertheless, these domains are
restricted to static tasks: recognition of characters. patterns,
images, sequences, etc.

Following the development of feedforwa_rd networks, some
models were introduced presenting a _eeneralization of the
basic backpropagation alsorirhm dealing with feedback con-
nections. Such recurrent neural networks have important capa-
bilities not found in feedforward networks, including artractor
dynamics and the ability to store information for later use
t9l, i661. Hopfield proposed a conrenr addressable memory
model based on a recurrent neural network; it could be
viewed as minimization of an energy function where memories
correspond to local minima in energy spaces. Nevertheless,
unlike many other neural network learnin-g techniques, the
Hopfield network relies on a "single-shor" leaming; the learn-
ing algorithm sums the auto-correlation for each pattern (these
auto-correlations become the weight matrix) [36]-[38]. The
first important theoretical extension of backpropasation to
recurrent networks that evolve toward fixedpoints is given
by Femando Pineda [55]-t571. A variety of approaches ro
learning in recurrent networks that settle to stable states.
often regarded as associative memory nerworks. have been
proposed by Lapedes and Farber in [43]. Almeida [2]-[a], and
Rohwer and Forrest [58]. These authors have proposed new
neural models including feedback connections to solve more
efficiently typical feedforward nerworks rasks.

Other researchers have focused on learning al_eorithms for
more general networks that use recurrent connections to deal
with time-varvin_e input and,/or output in nontrivial ways. A
_general framework for such problems was laid by Rumelhart.
Hinton. and Will iams [63], who unfolded the recurreni network
into a multi layer feedforward network that srows by one
layer on each time step. Other approaches to train recurrenl
networks to handle time-varying input and_/or output have
been suggested or investisated. among orhers, by Jordan [:10].
Elman [25] .  Robinson and Fal ls ide [61] .  Stomeua.  Hogg,  and
N{cCle l land [69] .  Wi l l iams and Zipser  [75] .  and pear lmurrer

t5.+1.
Being concerned u i th recurrent neural nelrvorks deal-

in_q with t ime-varyins input/output. we introduce here a
continuous-t ime neural model which presents tw,o tvpes of
adaptative parameters: the classical weighrs between the units
and the t ime constants associated with each anif icial neuron:
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these t ime constants represent the membrane t ime constents

of the bioloqical neurons [41]. The purpose of this paper

is to study these dynamic recurrent neurâl networks (the

terrn " dynamic" refers to the adaptative time constants).
This kind of neural model can learn nonfixedpoint attractors
and presents high-level temporal behavior. An algori thm that
leams nonfixedpoint attractors and produces a desired temporal
behavior over a bounded interval was developed and is known

as Time-Dependenl Recurrenr Backpropagation (TDRB P ) [54).
It is important to notice that despite the huge amount of

work and studies in the field of feedforward networks, only
very few results concern dynamic recurrent neural networks.

But, i t  is very apparent that computation with nonfixedpoint
attractors has great potential with respect to temporal ap-
pl icat ions such as speech recognit ion, motor control,  signal
processine, etc. Moreover, as art i f ic ial neural networks claim

to be, even a l i t t le. inspired by the brain, concepts l ike dynam-

ics. chaos, route to chaos and nonfixedpoint attractors wil l

be more and more introduced. Accordingly, as feedforward
networks are universal approximators for continuous functions,
it has been proved that recurrent neural networks are universal

approximators of dynamical systems [7].
The goal of the paper is to provide a strong theoretical

basis for modeling and simulat ing dynamic recurrent neural
networks. The analysis of the dynamical behavior wi l l  help to
understand the capabil i t ies and l imitat ions of these architec-
tures. Our goal wi l l  be achieved by studying the effect of the
stat ist ical distr ibution of the weights and the t ime constants
on the network dynamics. In order to conduct this study, we
wil l  make a stat ist ical analysis of the neural transformation,
we wil l  examine the network power spectra (to draw some
conclusions over the frequential behavior of the network), and
we wil l  compute the_stabi l i ty regions to explore the stabi l i ty
of the model. The paper is structured as fol lows: we wil l  f i rst
present the framework of our recurrent model (Section II I)

and then discuss about the mathematical precautions that we

have to take into account when considering the discrete-t ime
version of a continuous-t ime model (Section IV). Later, we
present a stat ist ical analysis of our neural transformation for
total ly random networks: this analysis al lows us to study the

effect of the distr ibution of the weights and their mean value u, '

on the network behavior (Section V). The inf luence of the t ime

constants on the network dl"namics is considered in Section VI

where u,e compute the nenvork power spectra and present a

stabi l i ty analvsis of the models. Some practical appl icat ions are
presented in Section VII.  Final l l .  some concluding remarks

are  drawn in  Sec t ion  VI I I .

II. Nor.ÀrioN

Normal t) 'ped characters denote scaiar variables
( x , , ! ) , . r . . . . ) .  w h e r e a s  a  b o l d  c h a r a c t e r  d e n o t e s  a  v e c t o r

n e l d  ( y  =  l y o . 3 / r . . . . . y . r ' ] r ) .
As far as a neural nenvork is concemed. u; j  represents the

*e igh t  o f  the  connect ion  ou t  o f  neuron i  to  neuron 7 .  The
r : r r i lb lc -  r ;  i s  the  to ta l  o r  e f fec t i re  input  o f  neuron r .  u , .  i t s

ou tpu t  o r  ac t i va t ion  and I ,  i t s  t ime cons tan t .  F ( ( .Y)  i s  the

squash ing  func t ion  (s igmoid- l i ke  func t ion) .  - ;1 ,  i s  the  mean

activity of the network (,4, : I ln, Xyr)- and , ' lr '  is the
mean power of the network (.Au, = t ln >:y;). We foliow the
propositions of Eberhart 124) and Fiesler [26] concerning the
formalization of the neural network notations.

When considering statistics, a capital character represents
the statistical distribution of its associate variable (I is the
distribution of .variables r;). Overlined characters denote a
mean value, ol the variance of r and /, its density function.
The notation l, l(ta.o-) denotes a Gaussian distribution u'ith
a mean value u and a standard deviation a,,.

All the call igraphic characters (f , D, tu*, . . .) are associated
to the stabil ity analysis using the Lyapunov functions.

III. FRAMEWORK OF THE DISTRIBUTED REPRESENT,{TION

We consider a neural network model governed by the
following equations [54]:

, 1  , , .
T,Y =  -y ;  a  F( r ; )  *  I ;  (1 )

at

where g; is the state or act ivat ion level of unit  i .  F(a) is the

squash ing  func t ion  F(a)  :  ( t  +  e - " ) -1 .  4  i s  an  ex terna l

input (or bias) and r; is given by

w i ; 9 )

which is the propagation equation of the networt (c. is called

the total or effective input of the neuron). The time constants

?] wi l l  act l ike a relarat ion process. The correction of the t ime

constants wil l  be included in the learning process in order to

increase the dynamical features of the model.

The network consists in a series of ful ly-connected neurons.

Therefore, each neuron in an n neuron network will have rz

connections ( including a self-connection).

Some neurons wil l  get the inputs, some wil l  give the outputs

and there wil l  be a certain number of hidden units which inputs

and outputs remain within the network. These hidden units

al low the network to discover and exploit  regulari t ies of the

task at hand (such as symmetries or repl icated structures). We

should also notice that training algori thms that do not operate
with hidden units (such as the Widrow-Hoff rule procedure

[7.1]) can be used to train recurrent networks without hidden

un l ts .

Since u'e want our network to exhibit  some part icular

temporal behavior. the error function w' i l l  be a functional

defined as

l r - q(y ( t ) . t ) d t  ( 3 )

u  he re  l ^  end  L  o i ve  t he  t ime  i n t e r va l  du r i ns  u  h l ch  t hev Y r r ! r !  L U

correction process occurs. The function . j(V(t) l )  is the cost

function at t ime I uhich depends on the vector of the neuron

activations y and on t ime. For example. i f  u'e want a network

to draw a two-dimensional (2-D) cun'e, lhen the error function

cou ld  be

t
l

(2 )

t:;

; 1,"'l r - [ (s , ( r )  -  d , (J ) )2  +  0 , , ( . t )  -  d ! ( t l ) )d t  (1 )
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where y"(t). yo(t) are the activation of two particular neurons
called neuron c, and neuron cy, respectively, that give the
coordinates (c,, cc) of the curve. Functions d,(l), dr(i) give
the desired outputs of the network.

If we define

" . { + \  _  ô q ( y ( t ) , t )  / ( \c i \ r j -  
a a l t )  

\ J /

then, intuit ively, e;(t) measures how much a small change to
gi at time I affects E if everything else is left unchanged.

We can now derive the learning equations of the algorithm.
We will first introduce new variables p; (called adioint vari-
ables) that will be determined by the following system of
differential equations:

dp, 1 \- 1 -,,
#  

= 
, r ,  

-  e i  -  
) -  

,wi tF ' ( r t )Pt  
(6)

with boundary conditions p;(tt) : 0 (see Appendix A). This
system of equations is integrated backward through time.

The lea.ming equations are then

AE
6w;j

AE
ôT;

These equations were originally established by Pearlmutter in

[5.1]. Due to the integration of the system of (6) backward
through time, this algorithm is sometimes called backpropaga'
tion through time.ln order to avoid a misleading confusion, we
have to differentiate the algorithm of backpropagation through
time proposed by Rumelhart et al. [63] and the algorithm, also
sometimes named backpropagation through time, presented in
this paper. In the algorithm of Rumelhart, the behavior of a
recurrent network is achieved in a feedforward network at cost
of duplicating the structure many times (the recurrent network
is unfolded into a multilayer feedforward network that grows
by one layer on each time step). Unfortunately, this simple
solution is suffering from its growing memory requirement in
considerably long training sequences. We use an algorithm
that does not unfold the recurrent network but computes
the learning equations using a forward and a backward step
throu-gh time (time appears explicit ly in the equations).

In the present algorithm. the error gradients are computed
from the differential equations. The resulting equations then
must be numericaliy integrated for simulation (see Section
IV). Will iams and Zipser [75], for their algorithm called Recl-
Tine Recurrent Learning (RTRL), adopted a different approach
by first discretizing the differential propagation (l) and then
calculating the gradients from the discretized equations (note

that this latter algorithm does not include the correction of
adaptative time constants). RTRL and its variants have been
called forv'ard gradient methods, as opposed to TDRBP and

BPTT (proposed by Rumelhart) which are backvard gradient

methods.
The leaming equations (7) and (8) can be derived either us-

in-e a finite difference approximation. the calculus of variation,
the Lagrange multiplier, or even from the theory of optimal

control in dynamic programming using the Pontryagin Max-

imum Principle [12]. In Appendix A, we use the Pontryagin

Maximum Principle to derive the learning equations (7) and
(8) .

Unfortunately, as we could expect it, the learning phase of

such kind of network is CPU time consuming. We tried several

acceleration techniques like the addition of a momentum term,

an adjustment of the iearning rate using line search and the

method of Siiva & Almeida. The reader can find further details

in [23]. We wil l just say the best results can be obtained using

the Silva & Almeida method where each weight and time
constant has its own adaptative learning rate [67].

IV. NUMERICAL DISCRETZATION
OF A CONTNUOUS-TIME MOOCT-

To simulate a network governed by (1) and (2) on a

digital computer, we take the first order finite difference
approximation (with a step Al) to get a discrete-time model

/  ^ r \  . .  l t -
y ; ( t + L t ) :  ( 1 -  i l y , ( t ) + f  F @ ; ( t ) )  f s i

\  r i ' l  r i

where we assume that terms 4(t) of (l) have been replaced

by adaptative weights t.rre; conflêct€d to a fixed input which

is set to one.
It is desirable that a discrete-time (DT) model, when derived

as a numerical approximation to a continuous-time model, pre-

serves the continuous-time (CT) model's dynamical features:

not only asymptotic attractors and local stabilities but also

asymptotic Stability of fixedpoints. Moreover, we have to keep
in mind that numerically, any discretization method of solv-
ing ordinary differential equations tends to generate spurious
asymptotic points (f ixedpoints, quasiperiodic points,. . . [32],
[44]) and the resulting difference equations may be less stable

than the underlying ordinary differential equation- Since, in the
fol)owing sections, we wil l examine thoroughly the complex

dynamical behavior of recurrent neural networks, the following
mathematical cares are very important. To be sure that there

is a correct analogy between the DT and CT behaviors. our
network must obey the Asymptotic Consistencv Criterion 113)-

Let us consider the one-step discretization of a continuous-

time flow defined by

=  G ( u ) (  1o )

using Euler 's method with a posit ive constant t ime step Al

u ( l  +  A r )  :  u ( t )  +  A t G ( u ) '  ( 1  l )

We could thus derive the map g11: IRn -* IR'

g s ' ( u )  : z + À t G ( u ) .  ( t z i

The local asymptotic stabil ity of a hvperbolic f ixedpoint u. of
(10) and thus (12) is determined. respectively, by the l inear
ordinary differential equf,t ion

+, l:"' s;F'(r1)p1d't (7)

+l:"'n,ffat (8)

du
;
d,t

rh

d u  -  - .  , . . - , . .
- : \ ( : l u , l  u

a[

c n , . l  t h o  l i . a o r  m a n

(  1 3 )

(  14)z  *  Yg11(u ' ) r . r
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where YG(u-) and Yglt(r.) are the respective Jacobians of
G and 951 at  z .  [31] .

We want the discrete-time ffow of the map gil to be
asymptotically consistent with the continuous-time flow G
defined by (10); that means that, at a hyperbolic f ixedpoint u.,
the l inear map (14) has the same stable and unstable subspaces
as  the  l i nea r  f l ow  (13 ) .

The Asymptotic Consistency Criterion gives the condition
on time step Al to ensure the map 9rt to be asymptotically
consistent with G (let Â and À be respective eigenvalues of
VG(u.)  and V.951(u*)  re lated by À = 1+ AlÂ) :

Let u* be a hyperbolic frxedpoinr for both G in (10) and
g51 in (12) for a given Lt. The following are equivalent;

l) grr is asymptotically consistent with G at u*;
2) 11+ ̂ t ^l < 1 for all attracting eigenvalues A of the

Jacobian VG(u-) ;
3) Al < =*$1) for all attracting ei-:envalues Â of the

Jacobian VG(u-) .

The reader can find a proof of this theorem in U3].
One can clearly understand how important it is to include

the Asymptotic Consistency Criterion test in all our simulations
since we are interested in a correct study of the dynamical
behavior of recurrent neural networks.

Another precaution that we have to take into account is that
the adaptative time constants ?] of the system do not approach
too closely the time step Al so that the system remains stable
even after discretization. Therefore, the condition Lt 11 Tt
must imperatively be respected for all i  [0].

V. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE NCUR,q,I

TRa-xsnoRIr,InriON FOR TOTeLLY RANDOM NETWORKS

A network transforms a vector input signal x (which is

applied to the input neurons) to a vector output signal z
(provided by the output neurons). For dynamic neural net-

works, this transformation occurs during the processing t ime

interval [0 ?] and wil l  be denoted by z = Q. 'x where

7,, is a nonl inear mapping function defined by (1) and (2).

In this section, we wil l  characterize analyt ical ly this neural

transformation Z. and give an eff icient model that simulates

the behavior of total ly random recurrent networks. The goal of

this stat ist ical analysis is to study the effect of the distr ibution

of the weights on the neural model. This analysis is divided

rn two parts: a computation of the temporal evolut ion of a

network macroscopic state variable (the network activi ty level)

and a study of the stabi l i ty of the transformation ?. where

we wil l  compare the features of dynamic recurrent neural

networks to feedforward networks ones.

In this section, \r ,e restr ict ourselves to study the effect of

the distr ibution of the weights tr, ;1 on the network dynamics,

the t ime constants T; are thus set to i ,0 and wil l  remain

unchanged.

A. Temporal Et'olution of the Nent'ork Actit'it,v* Levèl

Our goal in this prrt  is to study and develop an analyt ical

model that gives the evolut ion of a macroscopic state variable

of the network versus t ime. ln part icular, we wil l  consider the

695

evolution of the mean activity level ,4, which is equal to the

mean value of the neurons' activations (Ay = l lnLg.r). We

also want to quantify the impact of the mean value of the
weights over the network behavior.

To evaluate the properties of our network, we consider a
totally random system where the weights wii are the realiza-
tion of independent random variables subject to a Gaussian
distribution IV (w , o*).

We can easily determine the distribution of the variables r;

using (2). These variables are independently, identically and
normally distributed. The parameters are the following:

= lu iu  -  n  uAo
J

Variance:

, rol ,Ar,

(  1 5 )

where A, : l ln EUI (the mean activity of the network) and

An, - If n Xgr2 (the mean power of the network).
With these parameters, we will determine the distribution of

variables g; [which are calculated with (l)]. For this purpose,
we wil l use the discretized (9) with a proper choice of a time
step At (see Section IV).

First, we wil l determine the distribution of the variables
F(r;), i.e., the distribution of a function of normally dis-
tributed variables. Since the distribution of X is given by
l { (e.a")  lsee (15) ] .  the densi ty  funct ion Âie-" ia(u)  of  the
variables F(r;) can be calculated

.  I  r  (  ( 1 " ( , ï ) ) ' \
t  . i 1 t \  -  e X D l  - -  IJ s r s r n , , j o \ " 1 _  

V E ;  r i . ( l  _  u ) , , . " \  2  
)

wi th  z  e  [ 0  1 ] .  ( 16 )

This density function can be approximated by a Gaussian
function which oarameters are shown below

Mean:

t l
t :  El f  u ' r ;vr  l

t = t
J

t - l
o1 : o2 l | , . t ' r t |  

:  t  u21 o2l-1,1 =

[ r  )  t

( l 1 t

Fig .  I  shows the  dens i ty  func t ion  o f  the  d is t r ibu t ion  F( r ; ) .

(16) ,  and i t s  normal  approx imat ion ,  (17) ,  respec t i !e l ) ' .  The

difference between the curves is simply due to the saturation

effect of the sigmoid function F(a). This dif ference can be

noticed for u ( 0 and u ) 1: in these regions, the densit;-

function Âig,,oia(u) is equal to zero (sol id l ine).

The results of this f i rst step of computation give us the

disrr ibution of the last term of the discret ized (9) ( i .e.,  the

distr ibution of the sigmoid of a normally distr ibuted function).

r  f  r  . - I  Il t t - c

M e a n :  l l '  "  
, ' t T 1 l

2 l l * e - r  1
L )

I l l - e  ' )
V a r i a n c e :  : l - 1 o , .

) l 1 L P - r l-  
L '  ' ,  -  

)
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4 , ,,

L O

f

. o  1 . 2

=  n a
al,-
q)

1 . 0

u
Fig. l. Density function Âig-oid of the distribution of the sigmoid of a
normal disrriburion F(X) (solid line). This function can be approximated by
the density function of a normal distribution (line-squares-see text for the
parameters). The main differences between the two functions can be noticed
for the values of u near 0.0 and 1 .0 due to the saturation effect of the sismoid.

We now replace the parameters of the distribution of vari-
ables z; in the parameters of the approximated distribution
of .F(r;) [ i.e., combining (15) and (17)]. Afterwards, we use
these parameters in (9) to compute the mean of variables g;
versus time, or, as defined previously, the mean activity Ao
versus lime

0 20 40 60 80 100

Iteration step

Fig. 2. Comparison between the evolution of the predicted (doned line) and
the real mean activity .4, of a 200 neuron network (solid line). The evolutions
are given for  f ive di f ferent  values of  u:  -0.05;0.01;0.05;  0.1;0.2.  The mean
values were computed during 100 iterations using a time step At of 0.01.

(i9) after I iterations with the init ial condition MI: M(xo)
(for further details, see [6]). These statistical precautions allow
us to consider (18) as a valid model for the dynamics of our
recurrent neural network.

Some results are plotted on Fig. 2. The figure shows the
evolution of the macroscopic variable A, versus time. Vy'e
compare the evolution of A, computed on a real network of
200 neurons and predicted by our model driven by (18). The
evolutions are given for five different values of u,': -0.05;

0.0i; 0.05; 0.1; 0.2. We see that our analytical model gives
a good approximation of the temporal evolution of Ar. In
fact, we improved our model by taking under consideration
the saturation effect of the sigmoid [that we have lost with the
approximation (17)1, for further details, see Appendix B.

We see that a mean value of the weights u-r as small as 0.2
leads to the complete saturation of the network after about 40
iterations (indeed, Ar, the mean value of the neurons' activa-
tions, is then approximately equal to 1). Such a sensibil i ty to
the mean value of the wei-shts is quite obvious as the network
will establish itself into a stable fixedpoint after several time
iterations: if the mean value is a little different than zero. a
snow ball effect happens that drives the network activations
in the saturation zone of the sigmold function-

This conclusion can help to choose an appropriate learning
rate during the first iterations of the learning. The learning
rate must imperativeiy keep the mean value of the weights
within an acceptable interval of values. A proper choice of
the learning rate wil l help to avoid unstabil it ies inherent to the
learning phase of recurrent neural networks.

B. Stability of the Transformation To

We have just seen that a recurrent network is sensitive to
its weights distribution. After studying the evolution of some

0.80 .50 .40.20 .0

A y ( t + ^ t )  : ( 1 -

/ r
x t _

t o
\ 4

at)Ae(r )  + a l
r  -  - - l  t  \

f t " rA ,@+; ) .  ( r8 )

This important equation gives the temporal evolution of A, as
a function of the mean value of the weights ti,' and the number
of neurons n. The activi ty level Ar, can be considered as
a macroscopic state variable [5], summarizing some average
features of the state of the network. A, is a function of the
microscopic states gr. We have just shown that, thanks to
this study, we can determine a macroscopic state variable (the

activi ty ievel) as a function of the present macrostate

A a ( t + 1 ) : K ( A r ( i ) ) . (1e)

Note that one must be very careful when using these statistical
approximations because the correlation between the nonlinear
mepping T" and the variables rr may not be negligiblel
Because of this, we have to postulate that any macroscopic
state variable M(x) should satisfy, for any x [7]

^!X E|.vr(rl 'x) - K(À/(x))l '?l = s. (20)

With this posrulate, it is almost guaranteed that À/r = M (TI-
x6) is close to Ml which is the solution of an equation l ike
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0.000
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

D,

Fig.  3.  I f  x '  is  a neighbor of  an in i t ia l  input  x of  the network,  the graph
shows the evolut ion of  D,  -  

l l " '  - " l l  (where z = T*. .x andz'  = T- x ' )
versus D, = l lx '  -  x l l .  The evolut ion of  the predicted D. is  compared to
the reai one for a 200 neuron dynamic recurrent network (solid lines). By
comparison, the line-squares graph gives the evolution of distance D. in the
case of a binary feedforward neural network.

macroscopic variables. let us now examine some microscopic
properties of the mapping 7,,,: the stability of the transforma-
tion 7L. Let us consider the input vector x'belonging to a
neighborhood of an init ial input vector x, it is interesting to
study the evolution of the distance D- = l l, - " ' l l  (where
z  =  T - . x  and  z '  :  To .x ' )  ve rsus  D"  :  l l x  -  x ' l l .  The
results are presented on Fig. 3. We compare the results with
the evolution of D. for binary feedforward neural networks

[6] where the evolution can be expressed analytically as
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contrary to the noise reduction property which reduces noise
added to x in transforming it to z.

From the results of Fig. 3, we clearly notice that recurrent
neural networks are much more robust because the derivative
of D", ar. D" = 0 is a constant: a small neighborhood of x is
mapped to a small neighborhood of z.

VI. INFLUENCE OF TIME CONST,A,NTTS
oN THE NerwoRx Dwaulcs

Section V looked at the influence of the weights distribution
on the network, the present Section wil l study the influence of
the other adaptative parameter on the neural model: the time
constant.

This study wil l be divided in two parts: f irst. we wil l
examine the network power spectra and study the frequential
behavior of the network; secondly, we wil l compute the
stabil ity regions around fixedpoints to qualitatively study the
dynamical behavior of the network with respect to the values
of t ime constants.

Note that, from here on, the squashing function ,F(cr) is
defined between - 1.0 and 1.0 (instead of between 0.0 and
1.0) in order to obtain a symmetry of the stabil ity regions
around 0.0.

A. Netw-ork Power Spectra

Our aim here is to characterize the network behavior and
its accessible dynamics by computing power spectra of nodes.
This characterization wil l give us interesting considerations
concerning the influence of the time constants on the fre-
quential characteristics of the temporal sequences generated
by dynamic recurrent neural networks.

We consider below 200 neuron networks whose weights
and time constants are the realizations of independent normal
Gaussian variables. For each network, 30 init ial weights and
time constants were chosen at random. The mean value of the
weights u-' and the mean value of t ime constants f were varied
and each resultant system was run with l0 random init ial states
of the neuron activations. No learning phase took place. The
power spectrum of each node was computed using a 512-point
fast Fourier transform (Trrr : 512); the maximum detectable
period equals 256. The peaks of the FFT at each node i are
given by

( 2 1 )

This evoiution of D" is plotted on Fig. 4, in comparison with
theoretical and experimental evolution of D, for our dynamic
recurrent network. The theoretical results were obtained using
the model described in Pan A. The experimental results were
obtained with a simulation run with a network of 200 neurons.

We can thus clearly remark that. in the case of the binary
feedforq,ard neural network, the approximate derivative of D,
r. 'ersus D, around D, : 0 (allowing to replace the term
arcsin(/D,) W JD.) is equal to

|  .  f r  r r - l  z  r - l - * \ l ?
n r r . r  -  l i  \ - -  t - L . ' ^ t  \ l
, . \ , . /  t r  t  J , ( t ) e x P t  -  1 1

l r F F r  ; =  \  r F F r  ' /

l . - n  1  )  r . r r  / l 1 l_  - ' /

) -
D" : l arcsin( \/ D,).

îi

dD, 1 1
dD" ;r .,/D,

(.22) and are intelpreted as activity at specific periods 7(À) or
f requencies o ' (À) .

This derivative becomes infinitely lar-se at D" = 0. This
implies that a small neighborhood of x is expanded and
mapped to a very large neighborhood of z = 7-i- 'x. Such
a mappin-: is usefui for recognizing differences amons similar
signals in a small neighborhood of x. because the differences
are enlar-9ed in the corresponding output signals. This is the

F r e n r r e n c i e c '

L ^  t u
. i  t - r -  -  kw \ , L l  

-  

î  
:

1  F F T
Per i  nd  ç '

: :  l F F l '
t \ ^ t - ^ - r - ^

( ! ' (Âr l  Â ;

T , , I
a- (21)
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Fig.4. Mean power measure pP of a 200 neuron network versus weights
mean value ?7' and time consant mean value L These parameters u.and f
were varied and each resultant system was run with 30 inirial weights and
trme constanls chosen at random, each of them was run with l0 different
random initiai state of the neuron activations. Each entropy measure has been
computed using a 512-point fast Fourier transform. We can interpret the mean
power measure as an indicator of the ranges of oscillations present in the
network. We see tiat an increase ofu-'increases the mean powerpr whereas
a change in the mean time constant does not affect the mean power.

The FFT data was summarized into the foilowing two numbers
per node:

al pl, mean power over frequency

à Tet r  /2

, , P  
4  \ -

ul : 7--l) L PJk) (25)
-  r  r  r  k = 1

b) S;, entropy measure of power over frequency

T - ^ ^  / '

. Ç . = -  \ -  P l  t L . \ t n P !  ( b \
. 1 ,  

-  
l \ ' " / ^ . . - r \ ' ! /

(26)

where P'(k) is the normalized power specrrum.
We averaged these values for the whole network and got

two mean values: pP and.9. We can interpret the mean power
measure ttP as an indication of the ranges of oscil lations
present in the network. The entropy measure 5 gives an
indication of the width of the power specrrum: a single peak
spectmm rvil l  have S equals 0. A complex periodic oscil lation
behavior wil l have lar-9er values of S, large values indicate a
chaotic oscil lation behavior with a broadband porver spectrum
t5el

We simulated the network as described previously for each
value of the (Tr-,. ?) parameter pair. The weights mean value ù
varied from 0.0 to 0.2 whereas the time constants mean value
l ranged from i.0 to 2.0 (we used a time srep At = 0.01 to
fulf i l l  the requirements of Section IV). The results are depicted
on Fig. 4 (mean power measure uP) and 5 (mean entropy
measure S).

0.0
0.00

w

Fig. 5. Ir4ean entropy measure S of a 200 neuron nelwork versus weights
mean value to and time constanl. mean value 7. The mean entropy measure
has been computed in the same way that the mean power measure.The mean
entropy measure gives an_indication of the width of the power spectrum. Note
rhat, as opposed to n'. 5 depends on both u,' and 7.

We see from Fig. 4 that an increase of u.' will increase the
mean power pP: this confirms the result of Section V-A. (We
can make an analogy between the mean power of the network
based on the activities Aoz and the frequential mean power
measure tP.) The proportional relation between w and 1tP
is due to the fact that a higher mean value of the weights
makes the network evolve quickly to the saturation zones of
the sigmoid. Fig. 4 also shows that an increase of the mean
value of the time constants f has no effect on the frequential
mean power pP but it will affect the entropy measure.

Fig. 5 shows the enuopy measure S versus u and f. 5 is
much higher for low values of '--: a quite normal fact because,
for these values of rr, the network remains far away from the
clipping zones and works in the l inear part of the sigmoid
function: the oscillations can be wide. For a given r.rr, we
see that the entropy measure increases with f. Indeed, if the
time constants I 's have higher values, the network wil l settle
itself more slowly to a stable state, allowing a more complex
frequential behavior.

In conclusion, Tl will affect the frequential mean pou'er lrP
and the entropy measure ,S because it determines the working
region of the sigmoid where the network wil l mainly operate
(linear, nonlinear or saturation). When saturation occurs, the
mean power measure wil l be nearly maximum whereas the
oscil lations (and thus the entropy measure) are quite weak. The
time constant mean value 7 wil l only modify the frequential
behavior and thus 5.

B. Computation of the Stabilirl" Regions

The analysis of the network power spectra gives us insights
of the influence of t ime constants on the frequential behavior of
the network. An alternative study to characterize the influence
of [ 's on the network dynamics is to compute the stabil ity
regions corresponding to some particular equilibrium points
and to study their evolutions with respect to time constants.
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Indeed. the success of regenerating a desired temporal

behavior, leading to a pafticular final state, from a partial

information is directly related to the stability boundaries of

attraction of the corresponding final state. This success' as we

will see. depends on the time constant values'

We will use the method described by Michel et al' in [491

that calculates the boundaries of stability regions using the

classical Lyapunov functions. Moreover, we wil l improve the

computation using an iterative method of refinement described

in [14]. This method has been applied to simple two neurons

networks (see [15]) .
We are interested here in the stability region of a locally

stable equilibrium point y- of a dynamic recurrent neural

network. The concept of stability regions is defined as the

set of all init ial conditions which have the property that any

solution trajectories starting from them eventually approach

the corresponding stable equil ibrium point [50]' If we consider

the particular case of our network' which can be described as

a nonlinear dynamical system by the equation

dvlt) =r".,(y(r)) ei)
dt

where F,.6 summarizes the action of the network fthrough (l)

and (2)l during the interval of processing. The solution curve

of (27) starting from y6 at time t : to is called a trajectory

denoted by d(yo,  t )  (and thus @(ye.0)  = yo) .  The stabi l i ty

region of the equil ibrium point y* can thus be written as:

(
s(v- I= {vo e R";  , !gd(vo. r , )  

:  Y-}  (28t

That means that S(y- ) contains all the points of the state space

IR" that wi l l  induce a curve that ends at y*.-

The problem is now to estimate this domain of attraction,

rJenoted by 5. A common approach is to use the cri t ical level

values of the Lyapunov functions associated to the system [45],

t501. I f  V(y) is a local Lyapunov function of.an equil ibr ium

polnt y-, we cal l  W an open set over wtr ich f i(V) is str ict ly

neqative except at the equil ibr ium point y* where i t  vanishes'

We rvi l l  next consider the fol lowing set:
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TABLE I
TRAINING Ser or rHe Ftnsr RuH ConnespoNoilc to rlIE TRU-rH TABLE oF À

Locrc,ql AND. Ir We Ser rue I:lrlA'L StÀre oFrHE NETwoRK ro iyl' v!'
y3), rne SYSTEMS H.cs to EvoLve Tounos rHE FlxEDPolNr (yi' vi'-,1;t. 

tTneseARE DENoTED a eNo b tn FIc 6(a) THE AcflvArloN oF

NËunox f Is ALwAYS SEr ro 0.0 ettHe BeclxNtuc AND lr Clves rHE

RssuLt or tsr AND Openenou ONcr rHr FtxeopolNr ls REAcHED

ln t t t a l  s l a l e

(v Î .v3 .v3)
F tna l  s l a l e

( v i . v : , v à )

( - 1 . 0 :  - t . 0 ;  0 . 0 )
( - 1 0 ;  1 . 0  I  0 . 0 )
( i . 0 ;  - 1 . 0 :  0 . 0 )
( 1 . 0 ;  1 . 0 ;  0 . 0 )

( -
( -
( -

. 0 ;  - 1 . 0 ;  - 1 0 )

. 0 :  - 1 . 0 ;  - 1 0 )

. 0 ;  - 1 0 ;  - i . 0 )
1 . 0 ; 1 . 0 ; 1 0 )

also included in the exact stabil ity region S(y-) The expan-

sion scheme continues with the generation of new Lyapunov

functions

V z ( Y ) : v t [ Y + a ' f " " ( Y ) ]

Ve(Y) :  vz lY + o '  f " " ' (Y) l

:

%(y)  :  V"- r [v  + o. .F" . , (y) ] .  (31)

At each step, a new stability region estimate is obtained using

thesamecr i t ica l levelvalueof theor ig inalLyapunovfunct ion
V(y ) :  r .  [ 15 ] ,  [ 49 ] .' in 

o.de. to get exploitable results' we applied this method

to a network of three neurons; the network was limited to such

a small size just to allow us to visualize the stabil ity regions

in the three-dimensional (3-D) space IR3 of the activations

(Yr,  Yz,  gs) .'- 
As opposed to the methods exposed in Section V and in

the firsrpart of this section, the studied three-neuron network

has been trained with the TDRBP algorithm' We trained the

network in a particular way: we set the init ial state (u!' y3,a3)

of the three neurons and the network has to learn to evolve

alone to the desired fixedpoint (ai,yi,gi) conesponding to

the initial state.

D v Î ) : { v e l R ^ ; ' l ' ( V ) < " i w i t h r € l R ' ( 2 g ) l n e f r s t t r a i n i n g s e t i s g i v e n b y T a b l e l a n d i t i s a n a l o g o u s
to the truth table of a logical AND' Fig 6(a) depicts the four

\f Dy(r) is contained in )V, then 2y(r) is a subset of the trajectories leamed by the network: if we set the init ial state

complere srabi l i ty  regron 5(y. ) .  The best  . t ; ; ; ; ;  ; ;  o f  the-network to ( - i '0 ;  -1 '0;  0 '0) '  ( -10;  1 '0;  0 '0) '  (1 '0:

s tabi l i ty  region of  the equi t ibr ium point  y .  f ; ; ' ; ; " ; ; ;  
-10;  0 '0) '  the systems evolves toward the f ixedpoint  ( -10;

Lyapunov function V(y) wil l be 2v (r. ) *ir.r. "l ' i ,  ,T.l^.*J * ].^o',, 
1'0) [denoted @ on Fig' 6(a)] ' Similarly' the init ial

,  * \  -  \^ ,  s tate (1.0;  1.0;  0.0)  leads the network to the f ixedpoint  (1.0:
'"liilir':::,:i'ri;,[J'.î 

ll ,,..u,,re merhod to improve 19: ];o) [denoted @ on Fig 6(a)] rhe activation or neuron

rhe evaluation of the srabil ity region. once the r- vaiue is 3 is always set to 0.0 at the beginning and it gives the result

obtained. the set Dr-(r') sives a first approximation of the of the logical AND operation' 
a de-

stabil ity region. the best one using the classical .o*pururion Afler the training' we modified the time constants ln

merhod. chiang proposed a modification of the Lyapunov creaslng wây to examine the effect of the time constant values

runcrion ro obrain a betrer estimate: ru*(v) is ..il;;;-'^- :lJi:,1','#::iJ1ilï-'"ïA;1"F'L:i1i;1i.1':i:S.1iÏ
Vt[y + r i .F"" , (y) ]  (30)  s tabi l i ty  regions associated to the f ixedpoints ( -1.0;  -1.0:

-1.0)  and i t .o ;  t .o ;  l0) '  Each f igure presents the compar ison

rvhere a is a positrve constant and f"..(y) is the function between the stabil ity regions of the system w'ith normal and

defined in (27). lt has been proved thar rhe ser 2y, (r.) is small rime constants. Inner regions are always associated with
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(c)

nouron 1 s.o -s-i n€uron 2

(b)

(d )

i l=: 1"*1:l 
Shoss the rrajecrorics corresponding to ùe hxedpoinrs of Tabte l. The aj-T^'-'fl: points.correspord to y3 equals zero. The nerwork evolves rôw*, ^hô ,.^ :'-:^lib-:lt 

are the respective activarions g; of the rhree neurons.*i".r..^*li]ï:.',""î"ïË';,::ôrï*fi:{ir,*r:,L-'".j;n:*rllrij#ùÉir]#"i_e r,îiii;;::':Ë:"h:j,:liiiri:::ffiîÏ:':i;,;lJ':"!;î';':îi'P*:îîgi';;"" "*,ffii;:""ïn:::i,i,:::"J:*:?"""ï:f::"9;,!',i,i,1à"ij.ï,,T.1:l'":,:,,:1"ffi,ï:,ft

small ?]'s. The axis labels are the respective activations gj ofthe rhree neurons. The stability .egions were computed withthe method described previously. The first effect of small t imeconstânts is to make the stabil iry regions shrink dramatically.

.The 
second training set is given by Table II. We introduce

a bit more comprex dynamics: we force the network to exhibit
three fixedpoints.

^ 
Afterwards, we compured the stability regions of these three

fixedpoinrs [see Fig.7(a) and (b)].
If we decrease the rime constants, the srabil ity regions

also shrink. Nevertheless, if we go on decreasing the f,,s,we remark that rhe fixedpoint (0.0; 0.0; 0.0) disappears and

TRATNT\. Ser or rue s..o*o nff13Jl^n,., wrrH THnee FrxEDpor\Ts

I nz l i a l  s t a te

@?, yi, y3)
F ina l  s t a te
( v i , s i , v i )

( -10;  - l .0 l l :0 l
( -  i . 0  ;  1 . 0  ;  0 . 0 )
( 1 . 0 ;  - 1 . 0 ;  0 . 0 )

_ ( 1 . 0 ;  i . 0  ;  0 . 0 )

( - 1 . 0 ; - 1 0 ; - l n )
( 0 . 0 ; 0 . 0 ; 0 . 0 )
( 0 . 0 ; 0 . 0 ; 0 . 0 )
( i . 0 ; 1 . 0 ; 1 . 0 )

gives birth to two distinct different fixedpoinrs approximately
located at :  (0.3;  0.3;  0.0)  and (_0.3;  _0. : ,  O.O).  F ig.7(e)
depicts a comparison between the stability ..gion. of the three
fixedpoint mode and the degenerated four îxedpoint mode(associated wiù reduced time constants).

_ 
To sum up the effects of time constants, we can say that

?]'s play an important role in the nelwork dynamics. They canheavily increase the dynamics and improveihe features of the
network but their variations can also induce deep modifications
in the dynamical asymptotic behavior.

Note that we did not simulate the classical exclusive_or
problem because it requires a four neuron network and it would
ha.re been impossible to visualize the stabil ity regions with
3-D plots.

VIi. APPLICATIoNS
The joint research between p.Lp. Laboratory and the Neuro_

s.cience Department of the Faculty of VeOicine of Mons usesdynamic recuûent neural networks to simulate some particular
parts of.the brain. We apply this kind of neural model ro rwoapplications conceming the simulation of the neural inlegrator
of the human oculomotor system and the simulation of thekinematics of the human arm-
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A. Simulation of the Integrator of the

Human Oculomolor System

The oculomotor system is responsible of all the eye move-

ments. These movements are either volunteer (such as pursuit

or saccadic movements) or reflex (such as the vestibulo-ocular

reflex: VOR). This latter reflex (VOR) is very important in

the study of ocular movements: the VOR moves the eyes

whenever the head moves, so that the l ine of sight does

not change in space and images remain relatively stationary

on the retina. The oculomotor system receives thus different

input signais: from the paramedian pontine reticularformatiotl
(PPRF) for the execution of volunteer saccadic movements;

from the retina which gives a signal proportional to the error

between the fovea (the center of the retina) and the target in an

ocular pursuit movement, from a push-pull pair of semicircular

canals (localed in the ears) which sense angular head velocity

and use it as an eye-velocity command to execute the VOR.

All these signals are treated by the oculomotor system

which, then, sends command signals to the eye-muscle mo-

toneurons (responsible of the movements).
In the brain, the signals are coded in the modulation of each

discharge rate around a steady background rate of about 100

spikes/s. The motoneurons of the extraocular muscles drive the

eyes with discharge rate (also coded as modulation around a

background rate of about 100 spikes/s) that are proportional to

a combination of desired eye velocity and position: the eye-

velocity component overcoming orbital viscosity (it init ially

O ^

o

3 .0

neuron 2

3.0

(e )

Fig. 7. plots conesponding to the dynamics wirh rhree fixedpoints (see Table II). (a) and (b) shows_the stab.ility regions for normal time constantsl (c) and

(dj rhe subility regiàns foi small riÀe consranrs. The fixedpoinr (0.0; 0.0; 0.0) gave binh to two distinct different frxedpoints. (e) shows the comparison

of rhe srability regions with normal (dotted areas) and small time consunls (solid areas).

nouron 1
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moves the eye), the eye-position component counteracting
orbital elasticity (ir maintains the eye in an eccentric position).
When the neurophysiologists studied the oculomoror sysrem,
they noticed that all the incoming signals were coded in
term of velocity but the command signals sent to the eye_
muscles motoneurons were coded in term of velocity and
position: an inte_gration was clearly occurring. Cheron et al.
[3] showed that the neural integrator l ies in the nucleus
prepositus hypoglossi of the brainstem. This neural integrator
has something fascinating: it is the first t ime that the role of
a biological neural network is described in a very sharp way
in mathematical form: U(t) : J r(t)dt.

We use dynamic recurrent neural networks to efficiently
model this nerwork and we got extraordinarily plausible results
[22]. Indeed, the neural integrator network is composed with
individual neurons that have a time constant around 5 ms;
this time constant must be increased to get the experimentally
observed time consranr of the biological network (roughly 20
s). A dynamic recurrent neural network with adaptative time
constants is the best way to achieve this increase of four order
magni tude.

B. Simulation of the Kinematics of the Human Arm
We also successfully used dynamic recurrent networks to

efficiently explore and identify the complex remporal rela_
tionship between the patterns of muscle activation represented
by the electromyography signals (EMG) and their mechanical
act ions in  3-D space [21] .

The cause-and-effect sequence of events that takes place for
a human movement to occur is complex: after a registration of
the movement command in the central nervous system, there
is a transmission of the movement si_gnals to the peripheral
nervous system; these signals induce the contraction of the
muscles that develop tensions (with concomitant generation
of electromyo-eraphic signals). These contractions generate
forces at synovial joints; rhese joint forces are regulated by
the anthropometry of the skeleton and induce the movement
of the ri_eid skeletal segmenrs in a manner that it is recognized
as the functional movement desired by the central nervous
system. We are interested in the relationship between the
electromyographic (EMC) signals lwhich are a reffect of
the command signals sent by the central nervous sysrem ro
the muscles) and the movements of the skeletal systems.
Unfortunately. the application of traditional methods to explore
this relationship (such as mechanical and statistical rules) Iack
the satisfaction of some required conditions: for example, in
the case of biomechanics, sorne values cannot.be measured
(e.g., inner forces can only be estimated).

Nevertheless, the identif ication of this relationship enables
us to discern the role of each muscle durin_g a particular move-
ment. This is a particular important problem, e.g., in order
to help persons with pathological movements (for example
pathological _eait) due to a bad synchronization of a particular
muscle duririg the movement.

Several techniques have been proposed to solve this com-
plex problem using techniques such as the theory of optimiza-
tion, the identif icarion using mathematical high-order functions

AND CYBERNETICS_PART B: CYBERNETICS. VOL. 26. Nô, S. OCTONCN ISSO

or statistical correlation between EMG and limb movemenrs.
All these techniques require important approximations on the
EMG signals and/or provide poor simulation results.

We used an alternative approach based on an artificial
dynamic recurrent neural network. The goal that we assign
to our network is to map the biomechanical transformation:
EMG signals to l imb position. In particular, the network has ro
identify the complex relationship between muscle activity and
upper-l imb dynamics when subjects draw complex movements
with the extended arm in free-space. Right-handed subjecrs
were asked to draw as fast as possible a figure eight with the
right extended arm in free-space. The range of duration of the
figure eight movement oscil lates berween 1200 and 1500 ms.
The movements of the arrn were recorded and analyzed using
the optoelectronic ELITE sysrem including 2 TV cameras
working at a sampling rate of 100 Hz (that means about 4000
sampled data points per sequence).

Our results highlight the success of the dynamic neural
computing solution: the network converges to a plausible
dynamical behavior of the human arm; random perturbations
to the EMG input signals lead to similar output predictions
and changes to a single muscle EMG give biomechanically
plausible trajectories. Moreover, we also proved [20] rhat, as
opposed to simply replicating training exampies, the network
can generalize the behavior of the human arm (the network
can generate unlearned trajectories).

The main inrerest of this application l ies in the insight it
gives about the mapping from arm muscle activation states to
arrn motion. The quality of the network identification of the
mapping wil l allow to clearly interpret the role of each muscle
in any particular movement. Our method succeeds whereas
several others (estimating individual muscle forces by means
of mathématical optimization theory, study of the mechanical
action of each muscle, even feedforward networks) have failed
or gave poor results to solve the complex problem of muscular
redundancy [76].

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper presented applied results from the analysis of
complex dynamical systems to qualitatively and quantitarively
study the underlaying mathematical foundations of dynamic
recurrent neural networks. After a presentation of the learning
algorithm which allows the training of dynamic networks (that
deal with time-varying inputs and outputs). we showed how the
discrete-time model of a network can preserve the continuous-
time model's dynamical features. The Asymptoric Consistency
Criterîon gives us strong conditions on the choice of t ime
step Al. We applied statisrical results to elaborate a model of
our neural transformation for totally random networks. This
model points out the importance of the mean value of the
weights ù on the network behavior. Moreover, when studying
the stabil ity of the network transformation ?i, we showed
how important it is to choose a recurrent network for a strong
mapping.

The above results only concern the influence of tu on
the network. Furthermore, we studied the effects of the new
adaptative parameters on the network, the time constants Z's.
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In order to do that, we first led a study of the network power

spectra that showed the evolution of frequential parameters

with tl and the mean value of Z's,7. Our experiments

demonstrate that ù affects the frequential power (the amplitude

of oscillations present in the network) and the entropy measure
(proportional to the width of power spectrum). Indeed' high
T, values drive the network to the saturation zone of the

sigmoid functions. The time constants mean value only affects

the entropy measures allowing the network a more complex

frequential behavior. We reinforced the study of the influence

of time constants by using methods for estimating the domain

of attraction of an asymptotically stable equilibrium. We

estabiished the variation of the volume and the numbers of

these regions with a variation of 4's.
All the results highlight numerous interesting aspects of dy-

namic recurrent neural networks that show that these networks

can bring new powerful features in the fieid of neural com-

puting. Therefore, in Section VII, we showed how dynamic

recurrent neurai networks can help the simulation and the

understanding of complex human systems.
We are presently studying some other applications of dy-

namic neural networks in the field of mathematics (such as

interpolation tasks i.e-, for the forecasting of stock market

value), of engineering (active noise control) and of neuro-

science and biomechanics.

APPENDIX A

In Section III, we present the framework of our neural

network as well as the learning equations. In this Appendix,

our aim is to demonstrate the formulas (7) and (8) which

give the corrections to apply to weights and time constants-

These equations can be derived either using a finite difference

approximation, the calculus of variation, the Lagrange multi-

plier. To establish these equations, we will use the theory of

optimal control in dynamic programming using the Pontryagin

Maximum Principle.

A. The Pontryagin Maximum Principle

In 1956, a principle, leading to the solution of the general

problem of f inding a control process was proved by L. S.

Pontryagin [12]. This principle gives an interesting framework

to solve the general case of minimizing an arbitrary functional

of the integral function of variable systems.
So. let us consider the dynamical system which is described

by a system of differentiable equations of the n-th order

r l  t ,

Y  - -  f , 1 l r , ' ' ' , a n l u 1 ' " ' , u , " t )  i : l , ' ' ' , n  ( 4 1 )
at

where (g1 , .  . . ,a^)  is  the phase point  descr ib ing the system

in the n-d imensional  phase space Y'  and ( r , ' . .  ' ,u . )  the

control vector.
The optimal problem can be formulated in the following

way: {6.€r ate two given points in Y', from the ciass

of permissible controls, it is necessary to select a control

u(t).ts S t S t1, for which there is a suitable path y(t)

from (A-1), defined over the whole segment te ( t S lr and

joining the points {0,€1: y(tg) : €0, y(tr) - €r and

/  A ? \

reduces to a minimum. Depending on the choice of the func-

tion q(y, u, t), the integral (I.2) can indicate the expenditure

of t ime, energy,... during the course of the process under

consideration [52].
We will modify the cost functional in

l'"' '{" 'u't)d't

a = 
l ,  

q(v,u,t)dt

du ;  AH-  dp ;  AH '
-  :  - ; -  u n u  , :  =  - -

dt 7pi dt ôa,

(A3)

where r is an intermediate time. The minimal cost is set equals

to 8*(y,r) = min.Q. In particular, we are looking for the

control that leads to Q*(y,tt) = 0' we define a covariant

vector p of the space Y" which components pi (called the

adjoint variables) are defined by the partial derivatives of

Q*: p = V"Q*. 
'We 

introduce here the famous Hamiltonian

function

H = q + D r r y .  ( A 4 )
dt

This Hamiltonian is a function of y, p and u. The solution

of the minimization problem is given by the Hamilton-Jacobi

equation

-l- Po : o' (A5)

This equation is equivalent to If* = min' /J which constitutes

the Minimum Prtnciple. This principle is changed into the

Maximum Principle by changing the sign of the Hamiltonian
(as originally proposed by Pontryagin)-

Pontryagin has proved that the solutions of the Hamil-

ton-Jacobi equation are [i2]

*,1" (n *"#)

(A6)

We can write, in a more concise way, the solution as

d y , d P - r r -

i : V o n '  
a n d  - : - r r r * .  ( 4 7 )

These latter equations are the Hamilton-Pontryagin equations.

B. Time-Dependent Recurrenr Backpropagation

( Backpropagation Through Time )

Our goal is to train recurrent neural networks (with n

neurons) represented by the following mathematical model

[see ( l)  and (2)].  Note that, for this f i rst step, we do not take

the time constants into account.

-U; * F(r;)  with r ,  =l  ui ;ai  (A8)

where .F(r) is the classic sigmoid function and 'u:ri the

connection weights. As we want our network to exhibit some

particular temporal behavior, the error function has been

defined as a functional'. E : /, '^' s(v(t), f )dt Isee (3)l '

We wil l use the Maximum-Principle to demonstrate the

learning (7) and (8), we have thus to introduce some new

dao

dt
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variables p; called the adjoint variables. The goal is to find
the command vector (in our case the weights matrix) that
minimizes the cost function .E. With the previous definit ions,
we see that the Hamiltonian (A4) can be developed in

H  =  q (v ( t ) . u )  *  p r [ - g '  +  F ( " r ) ]

*  pz l -az + r ( r1) l  +  . . .+  p- l -a .  + F(r " )1.  (A9)

The Pontryagin resulrs give that the adjoint variables are the
solutions of ff : -ffi inO) o.

d r ,  
:  _ ô n  \ - ^ . . *  n r r _  ,

E  
- -  

a u * p ' , -  
y u i t ! " ( x 1 ) P i  ( A 1 o )

where ui, constiture the optimal weights matrix (i.e., rhe
optimal command). The problem is that we do not know the
minimum value of the Hamiltonian: -É1"1 We will thus find the
soiution by several iterations. We take an approached solution
tcrr', and we suppose that it is the optimal command. We run the
network from 0 to ? (the interval [0 7] contains the conection
interval lto tr]) and we integrate the adjoint equarions (A10)
backward through time taking p(?) : 0. At each iteration,
after integrating the sysrem of (A10), we wil l calculate the
derivative 3t i" order ro obrain a better solution

-U; * F(x1). Using the Maximum Principle, we can find the
adaptation equation for the time constants

Appauox B

We have shown in Section V-A, how we can calculate a
Gaussian approximation for the density function Âig-oia(r)
of the distribution of the sigmoid of a normally distributed
function. This Gaussian approximation helps us to compute the
temporal evolution of the mean activity level Ar. Nevertheless,
using the approximation, we lose the saturation effect of the
sigmoid; in this Appendix, we wil l show how we can take it
into account.

We use the following paraineters to approximate /.i*-o;,1(u)
with a Gaussian function:

I  t t  - p  '  I

Mean: = |  _-- - - : - . r *  1 l  = 0.231t  + 0.5
2  |  |  - L  P - !  |

i  i i  -  I - ' r  '  ( 8 1 )
V a r i a n c e :  = l - l  " ?  = 0 . % l o ? .

, 1 1 ) - P - ! l
I

The idea is to calculate the proportion of variables which is
lower than 0 and bigger than I using the approximation of
F, that we will denote by .F, whose density function is the
Gaussian function defined in (Bl).

Indeed, the mean value of the approximation is equal to
Ius ing (15) ]

A.(_r) = 0.231 nw A" + 0.5 (82)

which can be developed to

AFr-tr

_ Nx<o 1F,- r -<o *  No<-r :<rAF.o<-v<,  *  ly 'xr r .4r ,_r : r ,

t  
, u ,

where Àl;,s is the statistical number of neurons whose
variable r is lower than zero. Aa._r.o is the mean value of

mÀ*1  mk  ,  AE
1 i - ' = ' t i + t *  w i t h

AE I ft ' du,
ar,= 

- 
T J," ' ' fr i '  (Al3)

. fJt  = - ! ,*r lL
oY..si)

We need now ro calculate the derivativ"t 
ff i .Taking into

accounr rhar, at the optimum, E - 
Jr": H- . df (easy proof

with the definition of 11 and p), we gèt that

[" --- ,. aE [" aH*E :  I  H * d t +  ^  :  I  = - -  a t
J ro ow i )  J  ,o 6wi i

î t t

= 
| piu;F'(r)dt. (A,12)

J t o

That allows to calculate a new weights matrix with (Al l).
Equations (A l0), (A I 1), and (A l2) give the Time-Dependent
Recnrrenî Backpropagation (TDRBP ) [54).

If we introduce the adaptative time constant fr associated to
each neuron, the mathematical model (A8) become s: T;ff =

( A l l )

/ - t -  \
À.r<o =nPlX <  0)  =  n  O[  - - {q ]  I

\  orr-r-1 /
/ t  r  \

À r > r  : n P ( x  >  1 ) :  n  o { ' - - ' É r - r - l  1
\  

or i - t  l  /
l {o<x<r :  n  -  1{ . ï<o -  À_r>r

/ r . - r  ao :  o
A 1

- - . F . - \ > i  - '

/1 -' ^ r . 0 < _ T < t

(B.1)

-(+*i) -'(*r)
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the function f lX; fo. the neurons whose variable r is lower
than zero, and n is the total number of neurons.

The difference between F and F is that .,{a,r.o is not equal
to 0; for the sigmoid function F, if the variable c is lower
than zero, .F(r) is mapped to 0 and y'r,xco vanishes. This
conclusion applies also to the last term: ,4;,-r, is different
from Ap,;;,1 which equais l.

To improve the computation of AFr_rt, we will calculate
ly'x<0, ly'o<x<r, Ar,o.".r, y'{x>r, and set ,4ia,-.0 to 0
and A6,r r ,  to  l .

The new terms of (B-3) are shown in (B-4), (shown at
the bottom of the previous page), where 2(U) stands for the
probability of event U, oprx: is the standard deviation defined
in (Bl) and @ is the error integral

Q(u )  =

With all these modifications, we have an approximation of the
density function Âie*oia(u) taking into account the saturation
effects.
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